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Social robotics have become a trend in contemporary robotics research, since they can be
successfully used in a wide range of applications. One of the most fundamental communica-
tion skills a consumer robot must have is the oral interaction with a human, in order to pro-
vide feedback or accept commands. There are quite a few well established Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) tools, without however providing efficient results, especially in less pop-
ular languages, and more importantly under noisy conditions. The current paper investigates
different voice activity detection and noise elimination methodologies to be used with ASR-
based oral interaction with an affordable budget robot, NAO v4. Acoustically quasi-stationary
environments are assumed, which in conjunction with the high background noise of the NAO’s
microphones make the ASR quite difficult to succeed.

0 Introduction

One of the most challenging skills a social robot should
possess is the speech-to-text ability, i.e. to detect the suc-
cession of words a human pronounces [1]. This task is
critical for a “natural” Human-Robot Interaction (HRI),
since speech is one of the most fundamental ways of com-
munication. Per se, speech detection is quite challenging,
as a robot must understand speech from different users,
using different languages, voice pitches, pronunciations,
speech speeds, as well as sound and noise levels. Several
speech detection tools exist most of which are of propri-
etary nature, discouraging users to adopt and incorporate
such speech recognition functionality. Only a few open-
source exist, Sphinx-4 [2] being of the most popular among
them. Sphinx-4 features include the support of HMM-
based acoustic models, all standard types of language mod-
els, as well as concurrent stream execution.

The current work has been performed in the context of
project RAPP, which attempts to deliver a cloud repository

* Parts of this work have been supported by the FP7 Collabora-
tive Project RAPP (Grant Agreement No 610947), funded by the
European Commission

of applications and services that can be utilized by hetero-
geneous robots, aiming at assisting people with a range
of disabilities [3]. This paper further elaborates on the
work presented in [4], where the RAPP cloud-based Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition (ASR) architecture, the multi-
lingual Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) based support and
some very primitive denoising techniques were presented.
Specifically, it was shown that the G2P approach can be
successfully utilized for incorporating non-supported lan-
guages in ASR, having the Greek language as a use case.
Furthermore, a cloud Sphinx-4 based ASR architecture was
proposed (Figure 1), including the multilingual ASR con-
figuration, followed by speech enhancement approaches
and finally the ASR itself.

In the current paper, G2P is employed without modifica-
tions for the Greek case, but more sophisticated approaches
for Voice Activity Detection (VAD), noise estimation and
elimination in acoustically quasi-stationary environments
are investigated, aiming at providing optimal solutions for
the ASR problem, and specifically for speech occurring in
realistic HRI scenarios. All proposed methods are meant
to be utilized in audio captured by the NAO robot micro-
phones, which contain high levels of background noise.
A typical alternative would be to use pricey state-of-the-
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art microphones, but since our approach is focused to-
wards social robotics, no extra equipment was eligible, as
the users/consumers might typically not have the techni-
cal knowledge to mount or operate external hardware apart
from the robot itself. Additionally, consumer robotics (and
their market penetration) is heavily dependent on low costs
and smart functionality, thus the proposed approach fits the
purpose.

Fig. 1. The RAPP Cloud ASR architecture, based on Sphinx-4

As far as state of the art in speech enhancement and sig-
nal denoising is concerned, various joint time-frequency
analysis (JTFA) approaches have been proposed [5]. Spec-
tral subtraction is among the most common and popular
approaches, but its main drawback is that musical noise ar-
tifacts and audible noise residuals remain (birdy noise) [6].
Short-term windowing is usually applied where window
lengths and sampling rates are configured to accommodate
time and frequency resolution. However, it is not possible
to achieve optimal resolution in both domains, therefore
sliding windows with great overlapping are usually em-
ployed, further increasing computational demands.

On the other hand, Wavelets and logarithmic filterbanks
offer the so-called constant Q analysis that features per-
ceptual attributes and is suited for efficient representation
of audio signals [7]–[8]. Related approaches have been
adopted for enhancement purposes, attempting to provide
more efficient solutions to the aforementioned problem.
In particular, Parametric Wavelet Domain Wiener Filtering
(WDWF) techniques have been implemented, focusing on
both signal enhancement and audio detection-segmentation
purposes [7]–[9], while improvements are pursued through
best-basis selection and optimal wavelet decomposition
[10]. Furthermore, multi-channel Wiener filtering is also
applied for speech detection and enhancement in the spa-
tial audio domain [11]. This research is similar to the con-
ducted research, which aims optimization regarding both
noise estimation and elimination parameters for achieving
better ASR results. Finally, in [12] wavelet Wiener filtering
is used as a front-end feature extraction process for noisy
ASR.

Automated noise estimation is usually addressed by
featured-based bimodal segmentation and/or pattern clas-
sification in [13]–[14]. Another interesting VAD approach
is to detect the vowels existing in speech [10]. There, two
methods are described: the vowel area detection algorithm

and the vowel-based rate of speech estimation approach.
These concepts can be quite useful in the ASR problem for
both noise detection and removal, where the adjustment of
different voiced/unvoiced thresholding criteria can facili-
tate speech intelligibility, therefore ASR performance.

As already implied, perceptual/hearing attributes have
been incorporated in all FFT, filterbank and Wavelet ap-
proaches [7]–[8]. In [16], four methods towards locally es-
timating the noise spectra are compared and a preprocess-
ing harmonic filtering strategy is proposed to better track
swift changes in the noise energy. These techniques are in-
vestigated in order to improve the results of the ASR prob-
lem, holding similarity to our approaches. In [17], noise
is estimated without an explicit VAD approach, utilizing
speech presence probability through the correlation of the
power spectral components in neighboring frames. An-
other approach that was considered in this work involves
statistics-based algorithms for noise detection/estimation.
In particular, a quantile-based VAD algorithm is presented
in [18], calculating the noise power spectrum based on its
i-th quantile.

Investigation of signal enhancement was conducted in
[19], towards exploring the individual preferences of hu-
mans for noise reduction algorithms and a new metric was
proposed as well. In fact, this approach was considered
quite useful for experimental assessment and as a result
was adopted in the current work. In addition, another aspir-
ing approach is presented in [20], where a testing and eval-
uation framework was created towards investigating the de-
noising performance of persistent shrinkage operators.

Finally, in [21] a multi-microphone voice activity detec-
tion system using mutual information is presented, where a
microphone array is employed. Based on this concept, we
propose several mutual information-based noise estimation
techniques by utilizing the four NAO robot microphones,
captured as separate channels.

It should be mentioned that the development of a ded-
icated denoising algorithm adapted to the ASR problem
is not the major concern in the current paper, although it
stands as the endmost target of the overall framework. Em-
phasis is put on the design and implementation of an in-
tegrated evaluation procedure for impact analysis of sig-
nal enhancement to the ASR performance. Thus, more so-
phisticated adaptive denoising algorithms could be then de-
ployed facilitating ASR and in particular oral HRI.

Within the context of this paper, several single and
multi-channel VAD/noise estimation and noise elimination
strategies were implemented and evaluated towards ASR
in acoustically quasi-stationary environments. This work
aspires to be assistive in the consumer robotics domain,
since the utilization of expensive hardware (microphones
or robots in general) is usually out of the question, thus a
robust VAD and noise reduction approach should exist. The
main novelty of this paper does not lie in the implementa-
tions per se but in the adaptation approach followed, aim-
ing at optimizing the parameters of each method in order
to improve ASR results. For this reason AWRP (Automatic
Word Recognition Precision), a novel metric was devised,
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aiming at fully specifying experimental conditions towards
measuring the performance of such ASR systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
1 noise estimation and elimination strategies are discussed,
for both single and the multiple channel cases. In section 2
the underlying mechanism for AWRP is presented, aiming
at fully specifying the configuration and results of an ASR
system. Finally, experimental setup and overall results are
elaborated in section 3, whilst 4 discusses conclusions and
suggestions for future work.

1 ASR-adapted audio signal enhancement in HRI

The overall ASR framework steps are: a) audio capturing
from NAO, b) transmitting the audio file to the cloud via
the RAPP ASR web service [4], c) Sphinx-4 configuration
according to the limited vocabulary defined in the service
call, d) VAD/noise estimation in the audio signal, e) noise
elimination and f) serving the clean signal to Sphinx for
ASR. It should be stated that the English acoustic model
employed is the one provided by Sphinx-4; the language
model is configured on the fly, according to the cloud ser-
vice call input parameters defined. The robot audio capture
setup follows.

NAO is equipped with four microphones placed on its
head (front, back, left and right), having an electrical band-
pass of 300Hz–8KHz [4]. The availability of 4 channels al-
lows for various VAD strategies to be employed along with
optimal channel selection. A major problem is that NAO
captured audio contains considerable background noise,
which is probably the result of a cooling fan that also ex-
ists in the NAO head. Ambient noise can also be super-
imposed in natural real life home environments (having
broadband or even non-stationary attributes), further de-
teriorating noise contamination problems. As a result, the
high noise levels gravely deteriorate Sphinx-4 accuracy.

The SoX (Sound eXchange) framework has been em-
ployed in several aspects of this work, being an off-the-
shelf audio manipulation utility, which offers parametric
FFT-based denoising. In particular, channel and frequency
transformations were used, along with the noiseprof and
the noisered plugins, for noise footprint extraction and
spectral subtraction.

1.1 Voice activity detection and noise estimation
strategies

Let’s consider an initial signal S, N being the noise, Si
denoting the ith channel, PS being the power of the sig-
nal and Ps j being the power of the jth sample. In all of
the above cases a time-limited windowed signal is consid-
ered (the w index is omitted for simplicity). Noise is rep-
resented by its equivalent footprint (N ≈ NFP) that can be
estimated in the silence periods (assuming stationary at-
tributes) and/or by adaptively updating it with time. For in-
stance, silence overheads were manually selected as noise
profile in the simplest scenario of this work. Furthermore,
automated single channel VAD and noise estimation strate-

gies were implemented, followed by their direct expansion
in multi-channel level.

1.1.1 Single channel approaches
An interesting VAD (noise footprint estimation) ap-

proach involves the so-called double denoising auto thresh-
old estimation. This concept involves two steps, the first of
which is a strict denoising step, aiming at discovering mini-
mum energy areas that will then be treated as noise. Simple
spectral subtraction can be applied in this stage, potentially
followed by hard or soft gating techniques. After the first
denoising pass, noise is then refined (in the initial signal)
by the indexes of the segments whose energy or rms val-
ues are below a threshold. In particular, consecutive sam-
ples that abide by this criterion are searched for and the
maximum length sequence is finally selected as the noise
footprint. This operation can be also conducted in filtered
signal components (i.e. filterbanks/Wavelets) where aver-
aging techniques can be further combined. Another method
is based on the noise footprint estimation through statis-
tics, where the aforementioned threshold is calculated us-
ing percentiles QX of the signal’s sorted power histogram.
This approach employs the waveform of the signal and the
first step involves the computation of its power. The com-
puted power array is then sorted in an ascending order, pro-
ducing the power histogram. Finally, according to the prob-
lem at hand (i.e. the noise contamination levels), a suitable
QX percentage is selected as a threshold, under which all
segments are treated as noise and therefore the remaining
segments are denoted as speech. Conclusively, this method
implements VAD, under the assumption that the noise has
lower power than the useful signal.

Apart from the percentiles approach, one can estimate
the noise via SNR-based techniques. Since our signals
mainly consist of silence, i.e. the actual speech portion is
small, instead of the SNR notion we can utilize ESNR for
a priori estimation of the noise sections [7]. ESNR stands
for Effective Signal to Noise Ratio and is an estimation of
the SNR after the silence period (or the estimated noise) of
the signal is removed (|si| > th, where th is a predefined
threshold).

The proposed procedure for estimating the threshold
involves the calculation of a local maximum signal re-
gion, calculating its average power Pave = E(Pi), i : Pi =
argmax jPj and assigning the threshold, so as to consider as
noise the signal regions below −20dB from the calculated
average power: si ∈ N : 10 · log10

Pi
Pave

< −20 dB. In our
case a modified SNR-based approach was adopted, where
the threshold was not considered equal to −20 dB, rather
was optimized towards achieving higher ASR results.

It should be mentioned that, even though thresholding
techniques are more suitable for white Gaussian noise, they
pose a relatively straightforward technique that can be ap-
plied in problems where the noise is considered to have
lower power than the useful signal. Thus, these approaches
are tested in this paper to investigate their efficiency in
quasi-stationary noise setups.
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1.1.2 Multichannel expansion / adaptation
Noise estimation can be improved by combining the

available multi-channel audio information. This informa-
tion can either be utilized by selecting the channel with the
best characteristics, or by identifying mutual silence/noise
areas.

Concerning the “best” channel selection, a common ap-
proach is to select the channel with the highest SNR, as
this would create advantageous conditions towards ASR.
Since the actual noise is not known a priori, a coarse es-
timation can be performed using the ESNR metric. Thus,
the channel with the larger ESNR is initially selected and
then the noise portion is detected, assuming that the noise
is K decibels lower than the signal’s power peak (as de-
scribed in the single channel approach). The best channel
Sk is mathematically calculated by k = argmaxiESNR(Si).

Since every channel has its own level of noise, it would
make sense to try to detect common regions (in all four
channels) considered noisy, in order to better estimate the
actual noise. In particular, from the ESNR-based multi-
channel approach, the pre-estimated noise N̂i of each chan-
nel is determined using the same T hdB threshold. Con-
cerning the double-denoising auto threshold estimation in
the multi-channel domain, one can aggressively denoise
each channel using the silence overhead as noise. Like-
wise, multi-channel expansion of the level statistics thresh-
old estimation, requires the determination of a percentile
level QXi for each channel Si. Then, in order to estimate the
noise of each channel, the consecutive samples segments
whose energy is lower than QXi are acquired. After noise is
refined, the “multi-channel estimated” footprints (indexes)
are used for per-channel final denoising .

In the current problem, active audio segments of dic-
tated words interleave with more elongated silence peri-
ods, where only ambient noise is present. Thus, a rather
high percentile can be adjusted for noise estimation. Fur-
thermore, since all channels have different levels of back-
ground noise, it would make sense to select higher per-
centile for higher-level noise channels. In order to au-
tomatically adjust the cutoff percentile of each channel,
the following heuristic formula was devised after trial and
error: qx = qbase + (1− qbase) · (1− 1̂rmsSi

k ). This formula

essentially sets a basis percentile qbase and increases it
asymptotically to 1, relatively to each channel’s normal-
ized RMS value ̂rmsSi . The corresponding RMS value is
raised in the power of k to magnify the effect.

Conclusively, it should be stated that regardless of the
approach (single or multi channel), a noise adaptation
methodology can be included in the noise estimation and
the noise profile extraction. This concept involves the split
of the signal into several overlapping (or not) windows. In-
stead of utilizing the whole estimated noise for producing
a noise profile, it is possible to differentiate the noise pro-
file for each window, thus the noise estimation becomes
adaptive, since it follows the potential noise changes. As
evident, this method is quite useful in elongated signals or
even in on-line denoising techniques where signals are ac-
quired in buffered streams.

1.2 Noise elimination
Off-the-shelf denoising algorithms were preferred, rep-

resenting classical FFT-based spectral subtraction and
wavelet-adapted Wiener filtering. The main reason behind
their selection was their parametric attributes offering a
variety of configuration (and evaluation) alternatives.

As already stated, the SoX noisered plugin was used to
perform spectral subtraction, given the DFT coefficients of
the estimated noise. The only parameter this method has as
variable is the harshness of the noise reduction, constitut-
ing a simple parametric approach.

The other tested denoising technique is based on
Wavelet Domain Wiener Filtering (WDWF), since it
provides increased resolution/accuracy with fast imple-
mentation and reduced computational costs. Specifically,
the initial noisy speech is being segmented into non-
overlapping windows. The duration of each window was
set to 1.024sec (a power of 2 is preferable because it min-
imizes the computational complexity). A 6-level Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) was employed with Daubechies
6 (Db-6) function as mother wavelet. Daubechie’s family
and in particular Db-6 has proven to perform well in
denoising applications, issue related to the frequency
response of the associated quadrature filters (having ade-
quately high cut-off slopes for better band separation) [7].
The 6-level DWT selection is again justified in the basis
of trial and error investigations, as well as based on related
literature suggestions [7], [9], [10], [14]. For instance,
the original WDFW-6 filter suggests the utilization of 5-
decomposition levels (6-scales) for 8 kHz sampling rate,
so that a 6-levels choice was the simplest approach for the
utilized 16 kHz sampling frequency. Besides, there is no
need to further decompose speech signals in bands below
125 Hz, since they are not expected to have significant
energy (especially in cloud/web based applications where
the computational and network-load savings are of primary
importance). A modified WDWF (hereinafter denoted as
M-WDWF) was implemented, having two stages of filter-
ing: footprint estimation and hard gating is used through
WDWF type II while filtering (parametric spectral subtrac-
tion) is based on WDWF type I. Apart from this, typical
WDWF configuration was made utilizing point-to-point
processing involving a perceptual psycho-acoustic factor
[7].

2 ASR adapted audio enhancement evaluation -
The AWRP metric

Since we are solely interested in basic HRI consisting
of single dictating words, classic ASR metrics are not well
suited. For instance, Word Error Rate (WER) is not appli-
cable in the current problem, since it measures similarity
between sets in sentence context-based recognition. There-
fore, a new metric was introduced based on the Single
Word Error Rate (SWER) or the CSR (Command Success
Rate). The so-called Automatic Word Recognition Preci-
sion (AWRP) provides a more in-depth definition of the
experimental conditions, in order for other researchers to
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be able to compare results with as much accuracy towards
common experimental setup as possible. The AWRP met-
ric measures an ASR system’s capability of recognizing
single words, with relation to various speech parameters.
AWRP’s full specification follows:

AWRP(Nds,Nla,Awo,Nge,Agp,Nnl ,Ancl) =
WR
Nds

(1)

Here WR stands for “words recognized”, whilst the in-
put parameters aim at fully defining the experimental con-
ditions and ASR difficulties:
Nds: The number of active speech segments comprising the
dataset.
Nla: The number of different languages contained in the
dataset.
Awo: An array containing the number of different words
per language.
Nge: The number of genders, since people of different gen-
ders have different voice pitches, thus the ASR system
should take all cases under consideration.
Agp: An array containing the number of speakers per gen-
der (a good ASR system should be able to recognize inputs
from a broad set of speakers).
Nnl: The number of different noise contamination levels;
an adaptive ASR system should be able to perform speech
recognition in a broad set of environmental background
noise conditions.
Ancl: An array containing the SNR of the different noise
contamination levels (if known/measurable).

As evident, the larger the Nds the more reliable the ASR
results will be. Furthermore, the larger the Awo, Nla, Agp,
Nge, Nnl , the harder the conditions for an ASR system to
successfully detect words. One may argue that the AWRP
metric is inferior to classic metrics such as WER since it
specifies the experimental conditions. However not all pa-
rameters are formally described (i.e. the different speakers’
voice characteristics), a fact that poses a limitation. Appar-
ently, specific voice peculiarities may exist that can not be
formally measured, such as stuttering or different accents,
thus the only way to precisely reproduce an experiment is
to use the same speakers at the same environment.

3 Experimental results

A set of 20 words was created in order to investigate the
multi-lingual capabilities of our proposed architecture. The
Greek words were µπάλα (ball), δεκατρία (thirteen),
δ έντρo (tree), εικoσιδ ύo (twenty-two), αύριo (tomor-
row), επτά (seven), φάρµακα (medicine), ναι (yes),
óχι (no) and τώρα (now), whereas the English words
were e− mail, skype, ball, maybe, medicine, no, thirsty,
thirteen, tommorow and yes. As understandable, the ASR
results will be highly dependent on the selected words and
especially on the acoustic similarity between them. For
this reason, special effort was put into selecting the same
amount of words having high acoustic similarity in both
languages.

In order to investigate ASR differences between the
two languages (since English is detected using a trained

acoustic and language model, whereas Greek uses the
G2P approach), a set of 100 audio files for the Greek
and 100 for the English language were captured using a
standard headset microphone, each containing 10 words,
dictated by 2 male speakers. The measured metric is the
AWRP(100,1, [10],1, [2],1,−), since each experiment con-
tains 100 audio files, having 10 words in 1 language, dic-
tated by 2 speakers of the same sex, and only 1 noise level
exists since the recordings were captured by a standard
headset under silence. The experimental results are pre-
sented in the “STS Headset” line of table 1.

In order to validate the performance of the VAD/noise
estimation procedures, a dataset was created comprising
audio captures from the NAO robot. The set contains 600
four-channel wav files, each of which has a length of
3sec and contains exactly one word, randomly selected out
of the pool of the aforementioned 20 Greek and English
words. The words were again dictated by two male speak-
ers, in order to avoid a possible speaker bias and were di-
vided in three background noise-related groups: one with
zero background noise, one with low and one with high
levels. Figure 2 depicts waveform and spectrogram exam-
ples of the microphone and the three noise contamination
cases. All files include the NAO-related background noise
generated by its fans, thus the extra noise was simulated
by different loudness levels of music (the robot was placed
next to speakers playing music and the speaker was fac-
ing the robot). In general, any type of background noise
can be considered in this problem (i.e. ambient acoustic
noise, reverberation, thermal noise of microphone sensors
and their signal conditioning circuits etc.). Ambient acous-
tic noise was selected in our experiments, since this type of
noise can most commonly be found in household environ-
ments where commercial robots operate. Similar noising
conditions can be encountered in other robotic fields such
as in the case of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), where
noise removal is even more demanding.

As evident, the NAO captured audio suffers from rela-
tively high background noise in comparison to the micro-
phone cases. Furthermore, medium and high noise contam-
ination levels were selected in order to investigate ASR in
a broad range of heterogeneous cases, since the problem in
hand is ASR for social robots, implying that usually the en-
vironmental conditions cannot be controlled, acoustically
speaking. Concerning our experiments, no separate analy-
sis was performed for each noise contamination level, as a
more generalized investigation (and consecutively evalua-
tion) was intended.

It is a fact that we desire to maximize the performance
of the proposed methods. Nevertheless, our current goal is
not to determine the best method towards denoising a noisy
signal, but to investigate which approach offers Sphinx bet-
ter ASR conditions. Thus, we are not really determined to
remove the entire background noise from the signal, but
to find a way to practically evaluate the noise estimation
and denoising techniques, concerning their Sphinx-related
performance. As evident from the description of the noise
estimation and denoising techniques, each method includes
a set of variables, which lead to different results if differ-
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Fig. 2. Noise contamination levels. From left to right: 1) Audio captured from a commercial headset microphone, 2) audio captured by
NAO, 3) audio captured by NAO plus low power music ambient noise, 4) audio captured by NAO plus high power music ambient noise

ent values are provided. The question in hand is which set
of values is optimal for the Sphinx ASR problem. In order
to answer that, a brute force search approach was adopted
in the space of possible variables’ values. Furthermore, in
order to minimize the parameters’ adjustment time, only
50 out of the 600 audio files were selected in random and
given as input to the search algorithm. Following the auto-
matic parameters adjustment for each VAD/denoising com-
bination, these optimized parameters are utilized in the
AWRP calculation by automatically feeding them in the
benchmarking mechanism.

In this paper five noise estimation methods were imple-
mented:
MNF-1C: Single channel extraction of manual noise foot-
print. No parameters for brute-force optimization exist.
B-ESNR-1C: Selection of best ESNR ranked channel and
then noise estimation, the noise being the samples whose
power is below −N dB from the calculated average maxi-
mum power. We did not select N = 20dB a priori, in order
to investigate the optimal level for our purposes. Thus, the
only parameter suitable for brute-force optimization is this
threshold, hereinafter denoted as DBcut .
DDANE-4C: Double denoising auto threshold estimation
in 4 channels using SoX denoising and hard gating. The pa-
rameters suitable for brute-force optimization are the SoX
denoising rate SXr and the hard gating level HG.
NLSTE-4C: Noise level statistics threshold estimation in 4
channels. The only parameter worth investigating towards
the brute-force optimization is the basis percentile qbase, as
described in paragraph 1.1.2.
ESNR-4C: Application of the ESNR-1C approach in all 4
channels and estimate the noise using mutual cut-off areas.
Similarly to the B-ESNR-1C method, the brute-force inves-
tigation is performed only for DBcut .

Concerning the noise elimination approaches, the two
techniques described in 1.2 were implemented.
SoXD: Denoising by the SoX noisered tool, followed by
hard gating. The optimization parameters are SXr and HG.
M-WDWF: The modified Wavelet Domain Frequency-
Dependent Parametric Wiener Filter. The optimization pa-
rameters are a, b, c, d, dps [7].

As evident, a total of 10 noise estimation and removal
techniques were implemented and tested, since 5 noise es-
timation techniques and 2 noise reduction approaches exist.
Furthermore, in the multi-channel cases, all four channels

were tested, as well as a single-channel audio file trans-
formed by all four using SoX, thus in the results the best
channel will appear besides the AWRP metric.

Finally, a reference method was tested which supplies
the input files straight to Sphinx, hereinafter denoted as
STS NAO. For all involved methods, the final audio files
are transformed into 16kHz single channel signals, since
this is the only type supported by Sphinx.

The results concerning the success rate over the entirety
of files (Greek and English separately, as well as in to-
tal) and the mean execution times are presented in table 1,
whereas in table 2 the optimal parameters for all combi-
nations of VAD/noise elimination exist. Furthermore, in
figure 3 the first channel of a reference file captured by
NAO is illustrated, depicting its waveform and spectro-
gram. Figures 4 to 13 showcase the result of the different
VAD/denoising combinations applied on the reference file.

As evident, the headset captured samples achieved the
best ASR ratios, ranging from 71% to 85%, fact expected
due to the total lack of background noise. Furthermore, in
almost all cases the AWRP metric for the Greek ASR was
lower than the corresponding results for English. This re-
sult can be explained, taking into consideration that Sphinx
utilizes a trained English acoustic and language model,
whereas the Greek support employed a G2P approach
regarding the language model and the English acoustic
model. Nevertheless, it is shown that decent ASR language
support can be achieved without the training of an acoustic
and language model. Concerning the results of the mixed
set (English and Greek together), the success ratios were
lower than the English results and in cases lower than the
Greek ones, since more ways to acoustically mismatch the

Fig. 3. The first channel of a reference file captured by NAO con-
taining one dictated word
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Fig. 4. The result of MNF-1C & SoXD combination

Fig. 5. The result of MNF-1C & M-WDWF combination

Fig. 6. The result of B-ESNR-1C & SoXD combination

Fig. 7. The result of B-ESNR-1C & M-WDWF combination

Fig. 8. The result of DDANE-4C & SoXD combination

words exist when the vocabulary increases. Specifically,
Greek ASR was better for the DDANE-4C & SoX com-
bination with a 54% success ratio, English ASR achieved
69.33% using MNF-1C & SoX, whereas the best result of

Fig. 9. The result of DDANE-4C & M-WDWF combination

Fig. 10. The result of NLSTE-4C & SoXD combination

Fig. 11. The result of NLSTE-4C & M-WDWF combination

Fig. 12. The result of ESNR-4C & SoXD combination

Fig. 13. The result of ESNR-4C & M-WDWF combination

mixed case was 50.83% for the ESNR-4C & SoX VAD and
noise elimination techniques.

Concerning the noise estimation and elimination im-
plementations, both the multichannel and the WDWF ap-
proaches presented significantly higher execution times,
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Table 1. Final results concerning VAD / noise removal
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STS Headset 71.00% 85.00% 79.50% -
STS NAO 5.00% 7.66% 5.00% -

MNF-1C SoXD 42.33% 69.33% 49.00% 0.18
M-WDWF 24.33% 36.33% 23.50% 0.53

B-ESNR-1C SoXD 43.00% 61.66% 49.50% 0.48
M-WDWF 32.66% 31.00% 23.00% 0.78

DDANE-4C SoXD 54.33% 62.00% 50.66% 2.09
M-WDWF 53.00% 49.00% 41.16% 3.69

NLSTE-4C SoXD 49.66% 59.66% 48.83% 0.64
M-WDWF 55.00% 47.33% 41.83% 2.21

ESNR-4C SoXD 47.67% 66.00% 50.83% 1.45
M-WDWF 55.60% 51.33% 43.00% 3.07

Table 2. Optimal parameters for all VAD / noise removal cases
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DDANE-4C SoXD SX = 0.3,HG = 0.2 0.0,0.0
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NLSTE-4C SoXD qbase = 97% 0.01,0.0
M-WDWF qbase = 99% 2,4,1.0,0.2,0.9

ESNR-4C SoXD DBcut = −10dB 0.0,0.1
M-WDWF DBcut = −5dB 2,4,1.0,0.2,0.9

as more elaborate preprocessing is performed before the
ASR. Of course, all combinations of VAD & noise elim-
ination approaches produced much better results that the
STS NAO method, where the audio segments were di-
rectly fed in Sphinx, strengthening our initial hypothesis
that the high noise levels of the NAO-captured audio pro-
hibit correct ASR. Finally, since in several cases SoX de-
noising achieved better AWRP than WDWF, we can infer
that Sphinx does not require accurate denoising as faster
and coarse approaches had higher success ratios. On the
other hand, it should be stated that the WDWF implemen-
tation was not designed for music as background noise,
thus the lower AWRP ratios were not a surprise. Thus, even
though WDWF produces qualitatively better denoising re-
sults, the introduced deterioration in the contained speech
forces Sphinx to fail.

These results are supported by the provided waveforms
and spectrograms of each VAD/denoise combination (Fig-
ures 4-13). As evident, WDWF is a much stricter denoising
technique, since only the part detected as voice from the
VAD algorithm is maintained and the noise is gated. On
the one hand, this fact leads to better qualitative results, as
human listeners tend to understand better the dictated word
if no background noise exists. On the other hand, such a
strict denoising approach often trims the words limits (es-
pecially if these are consonants), making the recognition
even harder. Furthermore, even though the SoXD denois-
ing approach maintains a portion of the background noise,
the AWRP results outperform WDWF denoising, a fact im-

plying that Sphinx-4 is quite sensitive to phonemes elimi-
nation (something expected for an ASR system) and can
operate good enough with low-power background noise.

Additionally, some interesting comments can be made
after investigating the ASR failures concerning specific
words or noise contamination levels. Concerning the NAO-
captured audio, the failed ASR instances of “clean” NAO
signals were between 37%-52%, of medium noise con-
tamination levels 13%-23% and of high levels 32%-44%.
These results indicate that the ASR was much more suc-
cessful for medium noise contamination levels than for
clean and high noise levels signals. Therefore, it can be as-
sumed that the denoising approaches deteriorated the use-
ful signal in the “clean” audio cases, whereas not aggres-
sive enough denoising was performed in the high contami-
nation noise levels. Finally as expected, the mis-recognized
words had strong vowel similarities (e.g. thirteen-thirsty,
maybe-ναι , ball-no), fact indicating that different denois-
ing must be performed on the consonants, i.e. silent speech
areas.

4 Conclusions & future work

The current paper presents an investigation of differ-
ent parametric VAD/noise estimation and elimination tech-
niques to be used with ASR-based oral interaction with a
NAO v4 robot in environments with quasi-stationary back-
ground noise. The ASR utilizing the NAO robot presents
extra difficulty, as the audio captured contains significant
levels of background noise, produced from the fans that ex-
ist near its microphones. Apart from single channel, mul-
tichannel techniques were investigated as well aiming at
utilizing the information of common silence/noise areas.
A brute force search was performed for the noise estima-
tion and elimination parameters of each approach towards
optimized Sphinx-based ASR results, following a multilin-
gual, multi-speaker and multi-leveled noise contamination
approach to better assess the ASR results. These were mea-
sured using a novel metric called AWRP, proposed to fully
specify the experimental conditions for measuring single
word recognition capability of an ASR system.

Concerning the methodology employed for the auto-
matic parameterization of the VAD and denoising algo-
rithms, it can be stated that such an approach is useful,
since first of all it is automated and secondly, it can lead
to results that are counter-intuitive (i.e. a human would not
reach these results based on a qualitative denoising anal-
ysis). On the other hand, the brute force search should be
swapped with a more efficient one, such as simulated an-
nealing, hill climbing or Pareto front optimization.

Results have indicated that noise estimation/elimination
techniques are necessary for successfully performing ASR
in environments with quasi-stationary noise, using the
NAO robot and the Sphinx library. Nevertheless, it was
showcased that Sphinx was particularly affected by tech-
niques which performed more aggressive denoising, even
thought the resulting signal was qualitatively better. Thus,
a more thorough investigation of their parameters must be
performed, in order to optimize their performance towards
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the specific ASR toolchain. For example, in the case of
WDWF another mother wavelet can be chosen or more lev-
els in the DWT can be deployed. Furthermore, an interest-
ing approach would be to differently denoise specific signal
parts such as the vowels or consonants, aiming at preserv-
ing as much acoustic quality as possible towards assisting
the ASR. A targeted noise estimation/reduction technique
can also be applied for heterogeneous audio signals con-
cerning their SNR values. Specifically, as shown in the re-
sults section, the signals with medium background noise
were more successfully recognized in comparison to the
clean and the high-noised ones. Thus, metrics can be com-
puted in the initial noisy signal, which will allow for an au-
tomatic selection of the denoising method aggressiveness
(or even the method itself). Finally, it would be helpful to
further investigate the AWRP metric results, in relevance to
metrics related to voice characteristics such as pitch, loud-
ness, sharpness, roughness or tristimulus values [22], aim-
ing at investigating how they affect the Sphinx-based ASR.
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